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Have you any idea how much your face gnawingly aches if you unwittingly maintain a smile for
almost fifty-three minutes? I do, now that I've listened through this masterful Blues album!
From the opening bars and chuggin' guitars of title track 'Fired-Up & Ready,' I was transported from a fickle
and sometimes false modern-day music world to a simpler but ultimately more fulfilling time. (Well, that's
maybe a bit of an exaggeration, but before the first two minutes of this album had passed, I was certainly
given a reminder of my personal early musical influences. By the time the CD player track-counter had
registered the number three and Mike started out on an excellent cover of (my ultimate hero) Rory
Gallagher's 'Going To My Home Town,' I was a confirmed Mike Whellans fan!)
This is old-time blues plain and simple. It's not the wailing type of Blues that can often be off-putting to virgin
Blues ears. It's more the stomping, hand-clapping, head-nodding, sing-a-long type. And it's delivered straight
from The Deep South, y'all. That's the Deep South of Scotland - the Borders area, actually, though the
listener would be hard-pushed to tell until well into the fifteen tracks.
Mike Whellans was, way back, a member of the Scottish / Irish folk trad- band, 'The Boys Of The Lough, '
who were celebrated extensively by John Peel. However, he turned to the Blues and after living and touring
on mainland Europe for many years, returned to Scotland where he performs in the old Blues tradition of the
'one-man band.' However, for recording this album, the assistance of fellow musicians was enlisted, and a
couple of tracks were recorded 'live' in one studio-take.
This album is a mix of covers of old-time blues artists - but with Mike's own slant very apparent - and also
songs written by Mike himself. It is testimony to his talent that both merge and blend so well. Following
'Fired-Up & Ready,' is another of Mike's own compositions, 'The Boogie Man,' which is a kind of tribute to
the magical John Lee Hooker. Then, following the Rory Gallagher cover, there is actually a John Lee Hooker
song, 'I Want To Hug You,' and as with all the songs on this album, the harmonica playing is of the
highest standard.
There is the slow-boogie of the classic 'Early In The Morning,' and the gruff vocals on 'Nobody's Fault But
Mine,' which gives it a feel of an Alabama 3 song - though really I guess the comparison should be the other
way around. Chicken and egg, and all that! And then, the final track before the two 'live,' bonus tracks is
another of Mike's own compositions, 'Pinetop Moon,' which merges seamlessly into a well-known Scottish
Pipe Reel, with bagpipes playing over the top of the harmonica. It actually works!
Whether you are an aficionado of the Blues, or merely hit on Mike's My Space page out of curiosity there is
no denying that this album truly rocks .... in a sort of laid-back way, of course. 'Fired-Up & Ready,' will
have you tapping your feet, of that there is no doubt ... unless of course you had them surgically removed
and replaced with castors for ease and economy of movement!

Colin Jackson , October 6th 2008
Album Released by Temple Records on 13th October 2008
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Borders multi-instrumentalist Whellans has a long pedigree
(he was a duo with Aly Bain in the early days), but his
first love has always been blues and he remains Britain's
foremost 'one-man' blues band.
Live, he simultaneously handles guitar, drums, brilliant
harmonica and vocals to generate astonishing driving rhythm.
Here he cuts studio tracks by John Lee Hooker, Sleepy John
Estes and Rory Gallagher among his own songs, and there are
a couple of live recordings.
An uplifting album by a Scottish master.
Norman Chalmers

Download this: The Boogie Man
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Mike Whellans
Fired-up & Ready
One time Boy Of The Lough, the now 64 year old Mike Whellans
might have been forgiven for thinking that his chance passed him
by 30 years ago when fate picked up on Aly Bain and Dick Gaughan
for the fame stakes, but maybe her fickle hand was just biding
her time. Because here he comes again, one part Big Bill Broonzy,
one part Sleepy John Estes and one part Border bagpipes.
Aided and abetted by a handful of guests, the self proclaimed one
man blues band kicks up a real storm on what is nominally an
acoustic blues album. When he gets his boogie rolling then it's
just about the best time you can have while staying within the
bounds of decency.
Splitting things up between originals and covers, he takes a
crack at tunes by John Lee Hooker, Blind Willie Johnson, Rory
Gallagher and that well known Blues man, Trad Arr. But it say a
lot for Mr Whellans that originals like the title track, 'Early
In The Morning' and 'Lonesome Road' sit quite comfortably
alongside 'Nobodys Fault But Mine', 'Going To My Home Town' and
'Worried Mind'.
The one man band takes care of guitar, harmonica, drums and
vocals, but assorted members of Scots folk legends The
Battlefield Band show a hitherto unseen affinity for the Blues,
although whether the Blues is quite ready for the bagpipes that
appear on 'Pinetop Moon' is quite another matter! Guitar legend
David Bromberg also pops in to play a solo on his own 'Danger Man
II', but was spared the shock of a visit to Galashiels, courtesy
of the internet.
The newly converted Seasick Steve fans should make this top notch
treat their next discovery and I can't recommend it highly enough.

Stuart A Hamilton
Zeitgeist Online Review, 8th Oct 2008
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It seems strange to introduce an album as a one man
band...and guests, but that's exactly what this is. Mike
Whellans is a one man blues band. If he was American he
would probably be hailed as a folk hero and ride to gigs in
the back of a freight train, but he's Scottish so he's been
labeled as eccentric and tucked away in obscurity corner,
which is a shame as he's a man that knows his craft and
really puts his heart, soul and everything into his blues.
It's folk blues with an r'n'b bite. Scottish folk musicians
guest on a number of tracks, giving the blues a Celtic kick
around the edges.
FATEA
SEPT 2008

“Mike is one of Scotland's heroes,
a bluesman of amazing ability,
a great mouth harp and guitar
player with his own percussion in
the shape of a kick drum and hi-hat
– he is a totally brilliant

one man band.”

Mike Harding
Preview of ‘Fired-Up & Ready on
BBC Folk & Acoustic website, 15th Sep 2008

`
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You don’t instantly associate Scotland with blues, most people
wouldn’t associate anything other than Muddy Waters and B.B. King
playing a 12 Bar standard with blues. To those people I say sit
down and listen, because you’re about to get a lesson in great
music.
From the outset this is an album from the heart, about the only
real thing that matters (and often makes) on a great blues record
or track. Sure, there’s a selection of covers from Rory Gallager,
Sleepy John and John Lee Hooker but they’re all tracks that
evidently, from the emotion in the vocals and the effort applied
in playing, mean a lot to Mike and speak to him. This isn’t a
covers album by any stretch though; Mikes own compositions and
arrangements stand up strong on their own two feet, the steady
mix of piano, guitar, occasional banjo, harmonica and bass
working fantastically as ever.
I couldn’t give a favorite track on here, they’re all excellent,
but as you would expect there are the solo/jam breakouts. “Early
In The Morning” has a great piano workout toward the end, the
wandering of the instruments on “Diving Duck Blues” sounds
fantastic with the harmonica breakout raising the bar even higher.
The next step up from this would be a live experience, and with
two live bonus tracks it’s the closest you’ll get on record.
All in all it’s a great release from the one man blues powerhouse,
well worth that tenner that’s burning a hole in your pocket.
Reviewed by Chris Smith for Die Shellsuit Die, November 2008
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Mike is a brand of musician who
quite simply is in a class almost
entirely on his own. We often use
the term ‘one-man band’, however in
Mike's situation that is exactly
what he is. Sitting in front of his kick drum and hi-hat,
various guitars to hand and with a harmonica around his
neck he is totally self sufficient.
I first saw Mike play back in the mid 1960s on the "Folk"
circuit but even then much of his set was based on the
Blues. Here we are in 2009 and with this new release I am
pleased to say that he has lost none of his drive and
fire. "Fired-Up & Ready" is a terrific album containing
thirteen studio cuts plus a couple of bonus live tracks.
The title track starts things off in fine style and at a
good pace reminiscent of Sea Cruise before a nice shuffle
'The Boogie Man'. In the sleeve notes Mike acknowledges
the influence of John Lee on that song but next up is a
cover of Rory Gallagher's 'Going To My Home Town'.
Anybody who does Rory is just fine in my book and this
just works wonderfully.
Other highlights include 'Winding Track' and 'Diving Duck
Blues'. Add in 'Lonesome Road' and 'Pinetop Moon/Sandy
Cameron' and this should be enough to satisfy the tastes
of all Blues lovers. Unique Mike is but I like this
individuality in a genre so often populated by a certain
blandness at times.
Graeme Scott

Mike Whellans
CD - Fired-Up & Ready
Advertised as 'Mike Whellans - The One-Man Blues Band', Whellans' little world has
been aptly captured here on one CD of fifteen tasty tracks. Whellans delivers
guitars, vocal, harmonica and drums and is also ably assisted, to provide a fuller
sound, by a number of similarly ilked blues musicians.
'Fired-Up & Ready' does everything a CD can to sell this talented and perhaps a
little quirky musician; certainly, there's ample opportunity to get to grips with
the Whellans' blues ethos and definitely there's a damn fine blues thang goin' down!
Whellans' one slightly weak point is in the vocal department - oh yes he can sing
alright but, his vocals are at times a little tenuous; he doesn't quite have that
natural grit and gravel normally associated with the genre. However, Whellans makes
it work for him through his natural ability to entertain. Whellans' main weapons of
attack, for me, are guitar and harmonica - both of which he quite obviously knows
and understands inside-out and upside-down. Instrumentally the guys a major talent
and he's 'ready to go'. The album's full of great syncopation and glides effortless
along and quickly gets the foot a'tappin' - and, I have to admit, it's a bit of a
grower too!
Here the songs are everything they need to be without really pushing the envelope;
Whellans throws in a few mighty fine covers of blues standards which he handles just
fine and his originals are delivered with comfort and honesty. I think that Whellans
would be a crackin' live act causing shock and awe as he swaps between instruments
and pulls it all seamlessly together - as a studio work it's hard to capture that
uniqueness of the man; it could, I suppose, be anyone on any of the instruments the adaptability and versatility somehow lost to the sound baffles and behind the
mixing desk. Ok, that's bound to happen, you can't be a multi-instrumentalist and
hope to demonstrate that dexterity and versatility in the recording studio as you
would in the live. Allowances must be made!!
Anyway, 'Fired-Up & Ready' by Mike Whellans is certainly a workmanlike album; it's
all fairly easy blues (easy as in chilled not as in a doddle!!) and Whellans
delivers the goods with style and accuracy and the end result is nicely fluid and
well listenable. I think that this album is a great representation of a very skilful
musician and if I picked it up after a gig I'd welcome it as a memento of an evening
spent in the company of a true-blue multi-instrumentalist. I also think 'Fired-Up &
Ready' is a fantastic promotional tool. However, I'm not sure that I'd pick this
work up from the 'blues' section of a music store - it would look a bit corny to me
and I'd pass it by - and that's a shame cuz Mike Whellans has quite obviously got
massive talent and he clearly lives the blues and wants to share his blues with each
and everyone of us.
'Fired-Up & Ready' by Mike Whellans is a superbly crafted album of pretty damn good
blues 'chunes' - Whellans has done a mighty fine job here and it should bring both
money and work that'll enable him to continue on his crusade to bring the one-man
blues band back to the masses. Great musician, good songs, tidy album!

TOXIC PETE, SEPT 2008
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One-man blues explosion finds friends for the road
By Jim Gilchrist
MIKE Whellans tends to be billed as “the one-man blues band”, but
forget any images of some kaboomsh-ching-bang clown with pots and
pans tied to his knees. Imagine instead a lean, jittering,
bespectacled figure – a sort of wired Hen Broon – dispensing
wall-to-wall boogie, guitar slamming out 12-bar or spiralling off
into the occasional wah-wah solo while he also works his harness
harmonica, bass drum and sizzling high-hat.
And then there are the solo harmonica trips, squalling and
whooping along with his idiosyncratic mouth percussion.
Whellans is the essential lone bluesman, although his new album,
Fired-up & Ready (Temple Records), does enlist a few friends,
including folkies such as Brian Miller and Battlefield Band
members and Temple stablemates Mike Katz, Alan Reid and Alastair
White, as well as jazzers Graham Scott on piano and sax-player
Peter Meaney.
When we speak, however, he is enjoying the company of some
classic jazz heroes while en route for Nuremburg, on tour with
the Barrelhouse Jazz Gala, combining German players with some US
veterans.
“I’m with guys like Red Holloway, who played with Billie Holiday
for God’s sake,” Whellans tells me, “and trombonist Gene Connors,
‘the Mighty Flea’, who’s worked with, well, everybody. These guys
are in their eighties now and you should hear the stories on the
tour bus.”
He does indeed sound fired up, already speculating whether
Holloway or Connors could be persuaded to guest on a future album.
“Red lives in California and works a blues festival there, so
he’s going to get me over.”

Back in Scotland – where he is based once again in his native
Border country after many years living in Denmark – Whellans’s
album is released on 13 October. “It’s what I do – basically the
one-man concept, with a few friends on board,” he says.

It combines self-penned material in an utterly authentic-sounding
blues idiom. Its pieces include Winding Track, which combines
that blues staple, the travelling song, with questioning about
happens to those who go to war, and a gritty tribute to John Lee
Hooker, The Boogie Man.
Covers include material by Hooker, as well as a version of Rory
Gallagher’s Goin’ to My Home Town, with Brian Miller doing the
honours on mandolin. There’s also the swaggering, tongue-in-cheek
menace of a Dave Bromberg song, Danger Man II, to which the
Delaware-based guitar hero contributed some long-distance licks
via internet technology.
Now 64, the Galashiels-born bluesman has travelled a long and
winding road since he played drums as a teenager with Scottish
dance bands while acquainting himself with a rather different
genre, absorbing the likes of Big Bill Broonzy, Sleepy John Estes
and Blind Lemon Jefferson via his local record shop.
Hearing Archie Fisher during one Edinburgh Festival put him on
the folk road and in the mid-1960s he went professional in a
formidable partnership with a young fiddler newly arrived from
Shetland by the name of Aly Bain, before briefly joining an early
incarnation of the Boys of the Lough. It was the Mississippi
Delta, however, that really caught the Gala lad’s imagination,
and he became a distinctive sound – and sight – on the
international blues and folk circuit.
Given his enthusiasm for his present company in Germany, might we
anticipate the Mike Whellans Big Band? Maybe not, but perhaps we
should be looking out for interesting future collaborations.

Appeared online & in the Scotsman Newspaper, 03 October 2008

Glen Strachan Interview, Oct 2008 - for use in 'Amplified' magazine
INTERVIEW WITH MIKE WHELLANS - THE ONE MAN BLUES BAND.
'Fired - Up and Ready' is the title of the excellent new album by MIKE WHELLANS.
Apt title (and indeed a Barack Obama campaign slogan) for one of the great survivors in this music
business and maybe the key to Mike's success is that he has never simply viewed his career as a
survival vehicle , preferring to use every gig to develop something new that he can spring on his
delighted , un-suspecting audience next time around.
Just days after he arrived home from playing a string of gigs in Germany , Mike sat down to chat with
me about his life and times in music.
Mike Whellans , a man from 'The Deep South' (a Scottish Border Delta blues man - these days based in
Lauder) is is a guy with a splendid sense of humour and that probably comes in handy when he hears
remarks like "if you were American , Mike , you'd be hailed as a national treasure but as a white Scottish
one man blues band you will often be seen as something of an eccentric".
Nobody who has seen Mike's live show or indeed listened to his albums will ever mistake this guy for a
novelty act , as the one man band concept often used to suggest.
Put simply , Mike is a very accomplished harmonica player , a decent singer , and an excellent guitar
player with a foundation in his first musical love - percussion.
Any of these instruments could have earned Mike a formidable reputation but he has chosen to
integrate the whole range of his talents to make himself a sort of pocket battleship version of the
traditional big band.
In the last AMP , I spoke about watching the Rolling Stones play in the days when they were still seeking
a recording deal and I really believe that Mike's performance sounds quite like theirs at times. An
important difference is that they were forty years younger and there were six of them back then !
The lively intelligence that has Mike multi-tasking throughout his two hour set is evident in his
conversation.
This is a man in control of his music , measured in his performance and assured that forty years of
performing have today placed him in a strong position as effectively his own arranger and when he
wants to change things about , the call is his.
If you have not seen this man live , the concept might be a little difficult to visualise
but a quick trip to Mike's website < wwwmikewhellans.com > will let you watch his spell-binding
showcase performance from a gig in Melrose a couple of years ago.
It hardly needs saying that I very strongly recommend Mike's live act if he turns up at a Blues Club or
Folk or Jazz venue near you.
Even if he is not so near , this guy is worth jumping in your car and driving many a mile to see - even if
just to prove that, right before your eyes , one man has been able to deliver such a complex , joyful ,
powerful performance on his own.
Despite that focus on his live show , Mike comes across very well on his albums and this latest one is
perfectly capable of standing on its own as an excellent slice of British blues.
Our conversation follows :
Mike , I was in Irvine in 1968 when I first saw you play. Was that was the festival where you first teamed
up with Aly Bain for that highly successful partnership ?
We did play Merrymas Glen, it wasn’t that long after we first got together.

If memory serves we also played it as soloists as well as playing together.
The first time I met Aly was actually at the Green Tree pub in Dunfermline and that was
sometime in 1968 – he’d just come down from Shetland and was picking up a few folk club gigs.
A mutual friend – Arthur Argo – who worked for the BBC in Glasgow thought it would be a nice
idea for the two of us to meet up as he felt the I would be the ideal guitarist to accompany Aly.
What happened that night was that we met in the bar and talked away (we were both playing
solo performances in the club that night) and Aly suggested that we went on and played the last
set together. I can remember it clearly even now because we immediately hit it off musically and
straightaway it felt as if we’d been playing together for years!
We then got together as a professional duo in March 1969; our first pro gig together was at
Earlston High School in the Scottish borders and the rest is history!
We ended up touring the UK, Europe, USA & Canada & and met Cathal McConnell & Robin
Morton at the Falkirk folk festival and that became the the nucleus for the first Scottish/Irish
Boys of the Lough
As a young man did you have a 'plan' for a life in music or did things simply turn out that way ?
I didn’t really have a plan – but I had a strong drive to play music & perform and things just
evolved and fell into place. I was working as a semi-pro musician in the early 60’s – I would have
been in my early twenties. I suppose Aly was doing the same and we just met each other at the
right time & the whole thing just came together. I think we’d both have ended up playing music
for a living anyway, but that was a catalyst at that time for both of us.
Your dad was a jazz drummer - how influential was that ?
I never actually knew my father – he died when I was six weeks old – but I would say he was still
influential because his drum kit was still up in the attic in family house. I wasn’t really meant to
go up there but I always ended up sneaking up and trying to figure out how to play – I still have
bits of that kit today.
My mother loved singing too though, so the house was always full of music. We used to have
weekend/Saturday night sing-songs with neighbors & friends – mostly Scottish songs, and all
that stuff sticks with you.
Great to hear you in such fine recent form and nice to hear some of the excellent Battlefield Band
members on this album. Does that association go back to their early days too ?
It goes back quite a long way I suppose. I played with the Battlefield Band as far back as 1984, at
the Pavilion Theatre in Glasgow – they did three shows there with special guests; Paul Brady,
Van Morrison & me – good company to be in! At that time the Batties consisted of Alan, Brian,
Dougie Pincock & Alistair Russell.
Alan’s the only member from that line-up still in the band but the quality of that band has always
been so consistently high & the current members are really the cream of the crop of traditional
musicians - big Mike Katz, Alasdair White & Sean O’Donnell – and they’re such great down to
earth guys too – no egos there!
I’ve also had links with the band over the years through my producer & their long-term manager
& producer, Robin Morton, who I worked with back in the early days of the Boys of the Lough.
Robin’s well known on the traditional scene – he started Temple Records, the label I’ve been on
for years - and he really gets the jazz & blues thing too & understands what I’m trying to do.
Has 'the blues' always been at the heart of your playing ?
It has really – it’s something I’ve always loved. Even in the days when I was playing Scottish

Country dance music I always tended to ‘swing’ it a bit and add certain phrases to the drum
parts
Pick me some influential figures outside the acknowledged 'stars' who have impacted on your playing.
‘Peerie’ Wullie Johnson from Shetland was an amazing guitarist - well respected by every
musician who knew him, but he was probably someone who didn’t get the international
recognition he deserved.
Another guy who influenced me a lot was Tommy Graham, a tenor sax player from Galashiels in
the Scottish borders, who I played drums with in a band called ‘The Murray McKenzie Sextet’
when I was a teenager. Tommy was a lorry driver by trade but he was a great player – he was
actually asked to join Acker Bilk’s paramount jazz band at one time but turned the offer down
due to family commitments. Tommy was a lovely man and gave me great encouragement and
pointed me in the right direction musically.
If you could pick a 'duo partner' from all of these great blues men (and women) alive or dead - who
would that be and why ?
That would have to be ‘Brownie’ McGee, the guitar player with Sonny Terry. Brownie was a
guitar player who knew what to leave in, and more importantly, what to leave out. A great
accompanist and also a great singer.
What was the first single you ever bought as a kid ?
Probably ‘Lonnie Donegan – The Rock Island Line’, sometime around 1959 – my introduction to
skiffle music and the washboard which I still play from time to time!
What was your first album purchase ?
That was Lonnie Donegan as well – one of his first albums on an 8” LP
What is your favourite album of all ?
‘Buddy Rich Orchestra – Live at Ronnie Scotts’ – for me this album captured the genius and
talent of one of the great swing drummers at his peak.
You spent some of your life in Denmark - was that a music based decision ?
Yes – when I left the Boys of the Lough I decided to move to Denmark to develop my one-man
blues band show. There was a great club & festival scene there, so it was an attractive place to
go.
Please tell us a bit about these times.
Copenhagen was known as the Jazz centre of Europe at that time, so there were lots of
American musicians playing there – many of them settled there actually.
They had 4 major jazz clubs there; Monmarte, The Jazz Haus Tivoli, La Fontaine & Bent Js in
Arhus. It was a great creative place to be based and it was a great stomping ground for me to
develop the blues side of things that I’d always wanted to do.
Recently touring in Germany , you obviously still find a ready audience outside the UK ?
It’s still exciting for me to be playing live – that’s really where the buzz is for me. Very often
these audiences have never heard the one-man band thing before and they respond in such a
positive way that it really fires me up to keep touring and playing. That’s why I love the title of
the new album so much – ‘Fired-Up & Ready’ is the way I still feel about it all!
The recent gigs were organised by the Barrellhouse Jazz Gala and this tour was based around

the Frankfurt area and in the city itself.
The tour bus was just a wonderful place to be when the older guys started to tell their stories
about 'back in the day' when jazz was king !
Gene 'The Mighty Flea' Connors - Trombone player , singer and one time band player for Ray
Charles and Dinah Washington among others - is still going strong.........very strong........the
Germans really do have to 'lock up their wives and daughters' when these feisty old jazz men
come to town.
Sax legend Red Holloway - one time band player with Billie Holiday , Muddy Waters , Joe
Williams and John Mayall - is still in magnificent form and he too has a fund of great stories as
the tour winds its way through southern Germany.
Both of these guys are around the 80 year mark and they are still in great nick as our tour
showed.
What prompts so many of these jazz veterans to settle and play in Europe?
Mostly it is the fact that they get more respect over here and of course musicians will always
'follow the gigs' . They do , I do - we all do and it seems to be working very well, across Europe,
as this tour saw attendances from between 700 and 1,700 and they were very generous in their
reaction to our music.
Maybe the blues is an area where age lends a dimension that other forms do not as a performer
reaches the veteran stages. You are playing and sounding better than ever............what are your plans
for the future ?
A bluesman is like a good malt whisky – maturing with age!
I plan to keep on playing my music and performing live for as long as I can.
As Sonny Boy Williamson once said: “I live the life I love & I love the life I live”!
You have played in a duo , a highly popular group (Boys of The Lough) and as a one man band. Please
say something about the advantages and disadvantages of solo work.
With solo work, you’re absolutely free to change arrangements every night if you like – you can
play a 13 bar blues and you’re not going to upset anyone!
The disadvantages are that you’ve got no-one to fall back on musically – you can’t have an ‘off
night’ – but in a way that’s a good thing because it keeps the music fresh.
You have a track on this album called 'Nobody's Fault But Mine'.
Is that the basic philosophy in your one man blues band show ?
Certainly is and on a positive note I can always change arrangements , set listings about to
freshen things up for myself and the audience obviously benefits from that too.
Complicated business this one man band thing ?
Yes it is - you do have to have your wits about you , in a way that say a solo guitar player
doesn't really need , although my start as a drummer has stood me in great stead as far as the
drum and high-hat playing is concerned and with that basic rhythm established I can venture
into cross-rhythm patterns to embellish the sound while the guitar and harmonica parts look
after themselves.
To provide a bit of light and shade in the two hour regular show , I play harmonica pieces and
then revert to acoustic and slide guitar for other 'breaks' .

I use an electric guitar for the one man band material.
Buddy Guy once told me that Rory Gallagher was his favourite guitarist as he was ' in many ways like a
one man band' although Rory did have sidemen .Tell us about your encounter with Rory ?
Back in 1976 , I was called at short notice to play as support to Rory and his band in the Music
Hall in Aberdeen and I found him a very generous and pleasant guy. He took a keen interest in
my act and yes - I have always enjoyed playing 'Goin To My Home Town' in my live show and
this album gave me a good opportunity to include that Gallagher song.
This album features a number of backing musicians. Do you play most of that material currently in your
live show and how do you adapt to cover for the 'missing guests' ?
This is where I have to be careful when recording my albums as I have to factor in a different
arrangement for gigs and that can be a lot of fun as well as involving quite a bit of
head-scratching at times.
But it does work out in the end and that feels good when the audience recognises it and
responds accordingly.
What do you think of the music scene of today ?
Actually, with the way the music industry is going, CD sales are falling and bands have got to
head out on the road to make a living. This means that they really have to be able to cut it live
again, which is always going to be good. I actually think the music scene is in a pretty healthy
place in that respect.
There’s still some great stuff around too – from Seasick Steve to the White Stripes, the blues is
still very much alive & well and the kids really get it.
Any particular performers that you would highlight from the outstanding crop of young musicians
emerging today ?
Tommy Smith – Tenor sax
Brian Kelloch – Piano
Both great musicians from Scotland.
What is the most enjoyable gig you have ever played ?
There are several ones that spring to mind but I would say playing in the acoustic tent at the
Glastonbury Festival in 2005 was a real highlight.
What was the oddest ?
Playing at the casino Terrace at the Montreux jazz festival in 1980, for Fats Domino & his band,
who happened to drinking at the bar before their show!.
Mike Whellans , it has been a pleasure talking to you and playing your album .
Good luck in the future and keep that great one man Blues noise coming !
Glen Strachan

Oaxaca , Mexico

October 2008.

